3M™ Personal Safety Division
A new collection of protective eyewear

SM

The power to protect your world.

Take work home with you – every day.
The 3M line of Safety Sunwear brings heavy-duty protection
to a sleek, solid design. Ideal for nearly all types of harsh work
environments, this expertly crafted protective eyewear includes
impact-resistant polycarbonate lenses that absorb 99.9%
UVA and UVB.

Safety Sunwear offers the kind of protection that gives you
conﬁdence to get the job done — whether you’re working in
environments that subject you to potentially dangerous elements
like dust, debris, or exposure to the harmful rays of the sun.
It’s the same consistent and superior quality you’ve come to
expect from 3M, with the added bonus of a bold new look.

And while your work may be challenging, it’s possible a greater
challenge for you awaits: choosing from Safety Sunwear’s
collection of ten different eyewear styles. Once you start wearing
Safety Sunwear, you may never want to leave work behind again.

1500-Series
The 1500-Series ends the myth that protective
eyewear needs to be heavy, bulky, and dull.
These glasses bring the look of protective eyewear
into high gear. Whether you’re on the job or off the
clock, you’ll appreciate the streamlined frame design
and lightweight ﬁt. This series features a removable
foam-lined gasket that helps provide cushioned

A.

protection against impact, sun, wind, and nuisance
dust. There are several different colors to choose
from, each with a perfect blend of comfort,
performance, and design.

B.

C.

A. Black Frame, Gray Anti-fog Lens (SS1502AF-B)
Black Frame, Gray Polarized Anti-fog Lens (SS1511AF-B)
B. White w/Black Accent Frame, Gray Anti-fog Lens (SS15002AF-W)
C. Black w/Green Accent Frame, Silver Anti-scratch Lens (SS1514AS-B)
D. Silver w/Black Accent Frame, Silver Anti-scratch Lens (SS1514AS-S)
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1300-Series

The 1300-Series takes 3M protective eyewear to new stylistic heights.
Featuring a lightweight sporty look with a wraparound frame, these
tough protective lenses blend comfort and clarity. The conﬁdence in
protection they deliver is matched only by how conﬁdent you’ll look
wearing them. Choose from gray, red, or yellow mirror lenses, and
see your future in protective eyewear.

A.

B.

A. Gray Frame, Yellow Mirror Anti-Scratch Lens (SS1330AS-G)
B. Gray Frame, Gray Anti-fog Lens (SS1302AF-G)
C. Gray Frame, Red Mirror Anti-Scratch Lens (SS1329AS-G)
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1400- and 1600-Series

The 1400-Series, simply put, is like a long ride along
a coastal highway: smooth, clear, open. Featuring
a half-rim design with wraparound aluminum frame,
adjustable nosebridge, spring-hinged temples, and
blue-mirrored lenses, these glasses come complete
with a microﬁber storage bag.
Silver Aluminum Frame, Blue Mirror Anti-scratch Lens (SS1428AS-S)

For design and comfort, the 1600-Series goes the
distance. Combining the eye protection you’ve come to
expect from 3M with a smart new style, these glasses will
have you feeling conﬁdent before, during, and after work.
Featuring a sleek wraparound design with soft nose pads,
color-accented temples, impact-resistant polycarbonate
and anti-scratch lenses, the 1600-series is expertly
crafted with both safety and style in mind.
Black Frame with Color-accented Temples, Red Mirror Anti-scratch Lens (SS1629AS-B)
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3M™ 1500-Series Safety Sunwear Features
IMPACT-RESISTANT
POLYCARBONATE
LENS

SOFT NOSE PADS

FOAM-LINED
REMOVABLE
GASKET INSERT
FOR CUSHIONED
PROTECTION

STREAMLINED AND
COMFORTABLE
FRAME DESIGN

3M CONFIDENCE

SOFT RUBBER TEMPLE
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The brilliant 1500-Series
is an efﬁcient blend of comfort, performance,
and ﬂair. It offers a streamlined frame design
with bold attitude and style. The removable
foam-lined gasket helps provide cushioned
SS1502AF-W, White Frame GrayAF 10ea/cs

protection against impact, sun, wind, and
nuisance dust. The Black Frame Gray AF
also comes in polarized lens option as well.

SS1514AS-S, SlvBkFrame SlvMirAS 10ea/cs

SS1511AF-B, BkFr GrPolarize AF 10ea/cs
SS1502AF-B, BkFr GrAF 10ea/cs
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SS1514AS-B, Bk/Gr Frame SlvMirAS 10ea/cs

The smart 1300-Series
is a lightweight and sport-styled collection that
combines clarity and comfort, while featuring a
sleek wraparound frame, soft nose pads, and
impact-resistant polycarbonate lenses.
SS1302AF-G, Gray Frame Gray AF 10ea/cs

SS1329AS-G, Gray Fr Red Mir AS 10ea/cs

SS1330AS-G, Gray Fr Yel Mir AS 10ea/cs

The stylish 1400-Series
features a wraparound aluminum frame, an
adjustable nosebridge, spring-hinged temples
and impact-resistant polycarbonate lenses.

SS1428AS-S, SlvAlumFra BlueMirAS 10ea/cs

The sleek 1600-Series
connects comfort, coverage, and clarity.
Wraparound frame features soft nose pads,
impact-resistant polycarbonate lenses, and
color-accented temples.

SS1629AS-B, Bk Frame Red Mir AS 10ea/cs
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WARNING!

Personal Safety Division
3M Center
Building 235-2W-70
St. Paul, MN 55144-1000
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These eye or face protection products help provide limited eye and face
protection. Misuse or failure to follow warning and instruction may
result in serious potential injury, including blindness or death.
For proper use, selection, and applications against ﬂ ying particles,
optical radiation and / or splash see supervisor, read user instructions and
warning on the package or call 3M PSD Technical Service in the USA at
1-800-243-4630. In Canada, call 1-800-267-4414.

